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 Demonstrate a technically and economically feasible approach to 
capturing, utilising and mitigating methane from closed landfill sites

 A significant portion of the project involved carrying out a 
comprehensive monitoring programme to establish an initial 
assessment of methane emissions 

 Monitoring undertaken during the project aims to encourage the wider 
take up of new technologies with which to manage methane emissions



Continuous ground-gas monitoring

 Continuous monitoring will provide 
a quantitative assessment of 
landfill gas quality and behaviour 

 Collection of time series data can 
lead to a much more accurate 
characterisation of the ground-gas 
regime and gas collection 
efficiency 

 Identifying the dominant processes 
of gas generation and migration



Continuous ground-gas monitoring



Time series assessment tools



Time series assessment tools
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Purge and recovery tests



Purge and recovery tests



Depth profile monitoring

 Measurement of ground-gas 
concentration down a 
borehole

 Can highlight well 
stratification, stagnant gas 
and elevated gas 
concentrations

 ‘line of evidence’ approach 
for understanding lateral 
migration issues



Surface emission survey (SES)



Surface emission survey (SES)



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)

Three elements of Q-SES

 the surface walkover 
survey element

 the closed chamber flux 
tests (flux box tests) 
element

 the data processing 
element



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)

Model A                                                                      Model B



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)

 Operational and permitted landfill operators to estimate 
methane losses through their sites’ surfaces, perhaps in 
conjunction with annual compliance walkover surveys or 
following landfill gas management audits

 Identify, and subsequently verify the remediation of, localised 
point source features in landfill capping layers

 Local authorities could measure the surface methane 
emissions from their landfill portfolios, either for inclusion in 
local authority carbon emission datasets, carbon budgeting or 
similar exercises



Quantitative surface emission survey (Q-SES)

 Measure surface emissions at a sufficiently large number of 
closed landfill sites to improve the accuracy of what the 
calculated contribution that closed landfill makes to the overall 
GHGI

 Periodic performance monitoring of bio-oxidation units. Q-SES 
could be used to quantify performance (i.e. methane removal 
efficiency) by measuring fugitive emissions



Biofilter monitoring



Biofilter monitoring



Biofilter monitoring



Biofilter monitoring

* denotes 2.5m2 grid squares 

# denotes 1m2 grid squares



Summary

 Both traditional and innovative monitoring techniques have been 
used throughout the project and have helped characterise the gas 
regime on demonstration sites

 Offer real benefits in understanding gas generation, migration and 
emissions at closed and historic landfills

 A monitoring programme can provide a cost-effective way to verify 
and validate gas behaviour on all aspects of landfill gas management



Questions?


